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S/Y ALLURE
A flybridge with breath taking dimensions… the largest in its
category! Achieving the perfect blend of space and intimacy,
S/Y ALLURE 59 will enchant you and inspire sailing
experiences that bring friends or family together for
unforgettable moments.
S/Y ALLURE 59 has been carefully designed to create spaces
that cater for the most lively social gathering to the most
relaxing moments of solitude. Its expansive 27,5m2 cockpit,
decadent foredeck with modular sunbathing stations, its 30m²
flybridge, and its generous cabins all provide opportunities to
engage or reflect in dynamic or more peaceful settings.  
Inspiring social unity with its generous and refined living areas,
and epicurean galley that opens onto the saloon, S/Y ALLURE
59 embodies the French way of life that celebrates the
philosophy of carpe diem.
Enjoy all the pleasures of sailing and have an amazing time on
board S/Y ALLURE 59.
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Enter a world where the wind carries whispers of
adventure, and the sea unfolds like a vast canvas of
endless possibilities. The Fountaine Pajot Samana 59 ft
sailing catamaran is not merely a vessel; it is an invitation
to a lifestyle where luxury, performance, and the spirit of
the open sea converge. In this article, let's set sail into the
captivating world of the Fountaine Pajot Samana 59 ft,
where each moment becomes a celebration of maritime
elegance. Step into a world of refined luxury as you
descend into the Samana 59 ft's meticulously designed
interior. The cabins are a blend of modern sophistication
and comfort, offering a respite from the excitement of
the sea. The master suite, with its panoramic windows,
invites you to wake up to breathtaking ocean views each
morning. Every detail, from the choice of materials to the
layout, reflects the dedication to providing a haven of
elegance and tranquility.

LIFE ON DECK



WATER TOYS

Snorkeling gear (10)

Highfield 420 & YAMAHA 60 HP

SUP (2)

SeaBobs (2)

Kayak 1 pax (2)

Kayak 2 pax (1)

Water Skis (adult and children) (1)

Fishing gear (1)

Wakeboard (1)

Towable (1)



Length: 18.78 metres (61' 7")
Beam: 9.46 metres (31' 04")
Draft: 2.98 meters (9' 77")
Number of Guests: 10
Number of Crew: 3
Built: 2022
Builder: Fountaine Pajot
Naval Architect: Berret-Racoupeau Design
Flag: Greek
Hull Construction: GRP
Hull Configuration: Multi hull

SPECIFICATIONS

accommodation

Number of guests: 9
Number of cabins: 4
Cabin configuration: One master cabin, two
queen bed cabins plus one cabin with bunk bed
all with private bathrooms
Bed configuration: 4 Queen, 1 Single

2 x  Volvo 150 HP 
1 x Onan Cummins 17 Kw

TV in Main Saloon 

Air conditioning
WiFi connection on board
Toiletries (shampoo, conditioner, body wash, body
milk)
Beach Towels
USB hookups in all cabins
Hairdryers
Iron
Nespresso machine
Tender lift

equipment

engines
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S/Y PIXIE


